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the treatment of blinding eye diseases
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Disclaimer
The purpose of this presentation is to provide an update of the business of Phylogica Limited (ASX:PYC) [‘Phylogica’]. These slides have been
prepared as a presentation aid only and the information they contain may require further explanation and/or clarification. Accordingly, these slides
and the information they contain should be read in conjunction with past and future announcements made by Phylogica and should not be relied
upon as an independent source of information. Please contact Phylogica and/or refer to the Company's website for further information.
The views expressed in this presentation contain information derived from publicly available sources that have not been independently verified. No
representation or warranty is made as to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information.
Any forward looking statements in this presentation have been prepared on the basis of a number of assumptions which may prove incorrect and
the current intentions, plans, expectations and beliefs about future events are subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors, many of which are
outside Phylogica’s control. Important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from assumptions or expectations expressed or
implied in this presentation include known and unknown risks. Because actual results could differ materially to assumptions made and Phylogica’s
current intentions, plans, expectations and beliefs about the future, you are urged to view all forward looking statements contained in this
presentation with caution.
This presentation should not be relied on as a recommendation or forecast by Phylogica. Nothing in this presentation should be construed as either
an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell shares in any jurisdiction.
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Executive Summary
We are a drug development company on the path to the clinic
1. Background
 Overview of our technology – taking ‘big things’ inside cells
 An introduction to Anti Sense Oligonucleotides (the ‘next big thing’)
 Why do we do this? Inherited Retinal Dystrophies as a target market
2. The specific problem we solve – delivery in the retina
 A complex set of barriers in a sensitive organ
3. Our progress
 How do we know we are getting to the target cell?
 How do we know we are getting into the target cell?
 What is our competitive advantage?
 How are we going to use it?
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Background
The delivery platform, the drug and the disease
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Our technology addresses a major unmet need in drug development – ‘the
delivery challenge’
Large drugs are not able to get inside cells to reach the highest value drug targets on their own

“The great thing about this [drug] technology is that it's precise and safe… But it does have a limitation - the
[drugs] …don't get into cells as efficiently as we would like”
Doug Ingram, CEO Sarepta Therapeutics

PYC’s delivery platform overcomes this limitation to provide drugs with access to the inside of cells
1

The highest value drug targets exist on the inside of cells

2

The cell membrane has evolved over hundreds of millions of years to
keep foreign substances (like drugs) out

3 PYC owns a Cell Penetrating Peptide (CPP) platform proven to deliver
large drugs inside cells
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We have chosen to combine the power of our platform with the
potency and precision of a new class of drugs (Anti Sense Oligos)
Anti Sense Oligonucleotides (ASOs) act on the RNA inside cells
The CPP delivers the ASO into the nucleus of the cell…

And the ASO binds to the mRNA to interfere with protein production

CPP + ASO

“Haven’t heard of RNA therapy yet? You will”
“After a decade of painstaking progress, the underdog is on the brink of treating a broad range of diseases”
Joshua Peters, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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We are using this new class of drugs to treat diseases of the eye – a
large global opportunity
Treatment of vision loss is a
significant global burden
Vision loss global direct
healthcare cost, USD Billions

Inherited Retinal Diseases (IRD)
are a leading cause of blindness
1 in 1,500 Australians
have a form of IRD

Our ability to treat vision loss is
rapidly improving
Eye injections in Australia,
Thousand per annum
350

Retinitis Pigmentosa
is the leading cause of
youth blindness
2,302
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Age-related Macular
degeneration
(AMD) is the leading
cause of blindness
2020

Source: Access Economics; Retina Australia; Lions Eye Institute
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The problem
Drug delivery to the retina
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Drug delivery in the eye is a complex challenge
“Delivery of drugs to the posterior eye is challenging, owing to anatomical and
physiological constrains of the eye1”

“Drug delivery to the posterior segment of the eye is an area of intense
investigation and immense potential2”
1)
2)

Drug delivery to the posterior segment of the eye. Thrimawithana TR NCBI
Drug Delivery to the Posterior Segment A review of methods and technologies available and those on the horizon. Daniel D. Esmaili, MD; and David S. Boyer, MD. Retina Today
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Our progress
We are ramping up towards clinical development
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We have proven that we can get to the target cell layer
A fluorescently ‘labelled’ CPP localises to our target cellular layer of interest within 1 hour of administration

CPP + fluorescent
tag
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We have proven that we can get into the target cell layer
Our CPP enables the ASO to achieve its effect
in the nucleus of cells

We can leverage these result to treat any
retinal disease of interest

Exon skipping by SMN1 ASO day 5 following a
single intravitreal injection in a rodent

Our CPPs are delivering their cargo
throughout the layers of the retina – we
are observing different ‘preferences’ for
cellular layers within the retina in different
CPPs (allowing us to choose the ‘right
CPP’ for the target cell layer)
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We have a major competitive advantage…
Competitive evaluation
Head to head evaluation of ability of PYC’s CPP to deliver ASO
cargo to target cellular layer (PYC CPP versus benchmark RXR4
CPP)

Implications

 PYC’s CPP achieves >400% more activity in the
target cellular layer
 The higher the activity of the cargo, the more effective
the drug
 PYC’s CPP has also been shown to be safer at
higher doses than RXR4 meaning it has an additional
toxicity advantage over the benchmark (see ASX
announcement of 23 July 2019)
 The combination of greater performance and lower
toxicity gives PYC’s molecule a better ‘Therapeutic
Index’ – a key attribute of assessing a drug’s capability
of succeeding in clinical development
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And we are using it to create a differentiated product
We are developing multiple drugs for the treatment of blinding eye
diseases and are taking them through clinical development

Objective

Projected timeline

Q2 2019
Efficacy in animals

Major elements
of the data pack

Demonstrated
outperformance of
competitive
approaches

Q3 2019
Efficacy in
patient cells
Safe toxicity
profile locally in
the eye

Q4 2019
Efficacy in 3D
organoid model
(‘retina in a dish’)

Critical read-outs

Q1 2020
IND-enabling
studies

No immune
response in
human cells

Safe toxicity profile
on cells
Safe toxicity profile
on systemic
injection
Demonstrating efficacy in both animal models and human cells builds substantial value in life sciences companies
because it informs the probability of success in the clinic – the primary driver of value
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Our path to market is well established and comes with significant
advantages
Successful navigation of pre-clinical development leaves us in a strong position in the clinic
IND-enabling

Developmental stage
Advantages







Multiple leads
mitigates risk of
failure
Quality of preclinical
assessment
tools informs
success in the
clinic (organoid
plus animal
models)
CPP-ASO
profile is
attractive for
development
(synthetic,
specific, familiar
to the FDA etc.)

Phase 1




Small studies
with easily
identifiable
patient
population (tied
to disease
registry)
‘Proof of
Concept’ for
ASOs in retina
from ProQR
results in LCA1

Phase 2



Phase 3

Ability to combine pivotal studies into
a single trial (e.g. Phase 2/3)
Lack of existing treatments creates a
clear path to market

Marketing


Captive patient
population
decreases
reliance on
Pharma sales
distribution
channels

1) Effect of an intravitreal antisense oligonucleotide on vision in Leber congenital amaurosis due to a photoreceptor cilium defect. Artur V. Cideciyan.
Nature Medicine
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Successful execution of our strategy will build substantial shareholder
value
Summary
We are a drug development company on the path to the clinic
•

We have a powerful platform technology in the form of our CPPs

•

We have combined it with a cargo class that is set to have a major impact (ASOs)

•

We are using the combination (CPP-ASO) to address a complex and high value problem (inherited diseases of the
retina)

•

We are in the window now to remove substantial risk from (ie. build substantial value in) our technology

•

The first of the two critical efficacy read-outs (success in animal models) clearly demonstrates our competitive
advantage

•

The second critical read-out (efficacy in patient material) will be available shortly

•

We have a straightforward path to market upon delivery of the full pre-clinical data pack
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